An Informal Approach to Identify Bright Graduate Students by Evaluating their Classroom Behavioral Patterns by Using Kohonen Self Organizing Feature Map
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Abstract—The intention of this paper is to analyze how a behavior of a student will influence us in gauging their performance level rather than considering their traditional examination scores. This approach is considered to be one of the informal approaches which guide many school managements to identify good, average and poor category of students. The main criteria used here is behavioral science which explores activities and interactions among the student community when they are inside the school campus.

School-Wide Positive Behavior Support can assist in addressing the issues related to the prevention, educational identification and effective intervention implementation through its systemic logic, data-based decision making, and capacity building within and across schools.

Clustering is the process of grouping a set of data objects into multiple groups or clusters with high similarities and dissimilarities. Dissimilarities and Similarities are assessed on the attribute values describing the objects and often involve distance measures. Clustering acts as a data mining tool by having its roots in many application areas such as biology, security, business intelligence, web search etc.

In this survey, we have involved 200 + students who are currently studying engineering streams in various classes that includes first semester to final semester. Their age group was in the range of 18 to 22 years. Their behavioral survey has been conducted over a span of 4 to 6 months by closely observing their activities, mannerisms and then evaluated by entering in to this system by using the evaluation interface. This evaluation interface consists of 15 features with 4 optional choices.

Each choice is rated with a specific numeric value. By taking one of the choices among all the 15 features for each of the student, at the end, he/she will get some score which will be stored in a database. With the help of this score, a manual grouping was done. Later, for the same dataset, a soft computing technique has been applied by working with self organizing feature map algorithm for grouping the students.

Index Terms—Clustering, Self Organizing Map, Behavioral Science, Range of values, Fuzzy predicates, Similarities, Neural networks, Hidden layers, feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

In our traditional education system, the educational experts have formulated many rules and regulations for the courses which are running in universities and their related educational institutions. Here, a student has to study by joining a course, appearing examinations and scored some amount of marks. Many experts have considered this marks as main criteria to gauge his/her performance. This is the formal procedure that a common person has to follow in almost every place. But, in this paper, it has been proposed an informal approach to identify the bright students without considering their academic examination performance; instead, it is considered their classroom behavior. In this regard, a thorough survey has been conducted on graduate students of 5 to 6 different classes. Here, survey has been conducted on nearly 235+ students by closely observing their day to day behaviors when they are attending the
classes, especially when they are sitting in a classroom. Some of the features considered here are – place of sitting, regularity of attendance, frequency of asking questions, taking tips of notes, activeness of a student, time punctuality of a student, point of eyesight of a student, tendency towards absent mind, respect to the teacher, listening, writing, thinking, speaking ability of a student, tendency towards sleeping and dressing sense of a student. All these features have been closely exercised on each and every student. A small database application has been developed with some interfaces. One of the interfaces has got all the above features which seem like online evaluation sheet. Each feature is assigned with a proper rated numerical value. At the end of the evaluation for all the 15 features, total rate will be automatically calculated and stored in a database. Depending on this total rated value, a grade will be found. This interface will be given to the person who will evaluate the student behavior in a classroom. This is usually done by a teacher / lecturer / professor / tutor who are taking classes to graduate students and observing their behaviors nearly over a minimum span of 6 to 8 months. This procedure was repeated for all the students for a given class. This procedure has been repeated for 6 graduate classes i.e. nearly 235 + students. At the end of online evaluation, one more interface was given with the list of rated numerical values for all the students. A manual grouping was done based on range of values fixed in a traditional manner. Later the period, for the same dataset, it has been applied with self organizing feature map algorithm (SOFM) by using Mat-lab tool to cluster the students. At the end, it was found that, there was a slight variation in number of students belongs to each group in both manual method and soft computing method. This has given us a new idea in identifying group of bright students in an informal way not only by considering their academic results rather than classroom behavior. This will really help many institutes’ management in guiding how to take proper measures to help weak students and to promote bright students to further improve their academic results. This is the prime concern of this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been many approaches made by educational experts on student’s behavior by considering varied aspects. Many of the experts made their thorough research on students range from primary school to higher degree.” Student’s Perceptions of Classroom Behavior Problems and the Effectiveness of Different Disciplinary Methods” [1]. Here, the main purpose was to examine students’ perceptions of troublesome behavior and the effectiveness of different disciplinary methods. They did a survey by including nearly 350 primary school students. At the end, it was concluded that both teachers and students need to be educated and effective management strategies can be developed and used by teachers.

“Classroom Management: A Critical Part of Educational Psychology, With Implications for Teacher Education” [2]. Here, research was focused mainly on classroom management with an emphasis on educational psychology with implications for teacher education. Preventive group based approaches have been proposed to a school management which provide a basis for teachers to plan and organize classroom activities and behaviors. They provide additional perspectives on teacher’s progress and also on the factors that influence school management.

“Classroom Management in Inclusive Settings”[3]. Here, the focus was mainly on the children with disabilities. This has given an opportunity for teachers to identify classroom management policies and practices that promote community building management strategies which facilitate friendships, parent involvement, collaborations and address challenging behaviors in a positive manner.

“Assessment and Classroom Learning”[4]. Here, the research was mainly on the review of the literature on classroom formative assessment. It has shown them a firm evidence that innovations designed to strengthen the learning attitudes of the students. The perceptions of students and their role in self – assessment are considered along with strategies used by teachers. It follows a more detailed and theoretical analysis of the nature of feedback, which provides a basis for a discussion of the development of theoretical models for formative assessment and of the prospects for the improvement of practice.

“Factors influencing students’ learning approaches in auditing”[5]. Here, research was mainly aims to reveal an investigation to understand factors influencing students learning approaches in the discipline of auditing. This was followed by focus group discussions to obtain a deeper understanding of the factors that influenced the ways their audit studies were approached. Statistical analysis revealed that gender and race influenced students’ learning approaches at specific levels. The data are drawn from audit students at a residential university. The study extends the existing student learning literature by adding perspectives from the discipline auditing. It could stimulate educators’ scholarly interest in pedagogic research which could contribute to curriculum and teaching method changes that equip audit educators to promote deep learning.

Here, it has been considered all these works as a basis for further research on classroom behaviours of graduate students. This is one of the sincere attempts made in this regard to identify bright students which aid the management of many schools and colleges so that they can design their own classroom curriculum activities in a most appropriate ways.

III. METHODOLOGY

It is suggested to use the following steps :

Identifying proper graduate classes where diversity of students were found.
a) Identifying and analyzing classroom behavioral features / attributes for evaluating student’s classroom behavior.
b) Designed and developed a small database application which has got some interfaces and result reports.
c) Extraction of data set from this database application in a form of Excel Sheet.
d) Preprocessing this dataset for cluster analysis by copying dataset from excel sheet and load into mat-lab tool for further processing.
e) Manual grouping was done by making of range of grade rating values.
f) By using tools (Mat lab, R tool), run the data set and compare the result with manual grouping set.

3.1 Collection of Features/attributes considered for behavior analysis:

There has been a small database application with a name “Evaluation of Classroom Behavior of a Student” was developed to enter the classroom behavioral facts of the students. This application has got 6 interface forms to enter the required data to the database.

The first interface shown in Fig.1 is used to enter the student details in to this database application. This can be done on the basis of class wise. Here, StudentId will be generated automatically in a unique way, followed by student name, followed by Student’s USN number which was given by the Visveswaraya Technological University and ends with current semester.

4.75 x 15 = 71.25. If a student scores 71.25, then his score will be considered as 100 %. Based on this value, a range of values have been fixed to allocate the students to a particular group.

3.1.1 Place of Sitting

a) Front rows
b) Middle rows
c) Side rows
d) Last rows

This feature will indicate the place where the student is sitting in a class room. Generally, the sincere, obedient and intelligent students preferably want to sit either at the front rows or at the middle rows, but not at the last rows. The students who want to attend the classes for the sake of getting attendance will usually sit at the last rows.

3.1.2 Frequency of asking questions

a) Frequently with genuine questions
b) Occasionally with genuine questions
c) Occasionally with silly questions
d) Never asking any questions

This feature will indicate the concentration, attention and focus of the students towards the teacher as well as the subject. The student who is eager to learn the things about the subject is always focusing on the subject as well as the teacher and tries to ask the genuine questions very frequently. The average students will ask the questions on rare occasions. Some category of students will ask silly questions just for the sake of their identity in a class room. i.e. attracting others towards them. But below average students will never ask any sort of questions.
3.1.3 Regularity of attendance

a) Very regular
b) Fairly regular
c) Choosy
d) Not regular

This feature will indicate the regularity of students in attending the classes. The better student will try to attend almost all the classes, only on the rare occasions, with the genuine reasons, they may miss the classes. Some students may attend the classes not so regularly, but they may get moderate attendance since they are not much specific about the attendance. Some category of students is very choosy in attending the classes. The below average students who are not serious about the studies will be very irregular. Even though, the teacher is good, subject is interesting, they are not attending the classes regularly.

3.1.4 Taking tips of notes

This feature will indicate the taking tips of notes. i.e. while listening the lecture class from a teacher, he may write so many topic related important things on the black board. Generally, it is a tendency of a bright student will take all those points to their personal notebook. This habit will influence the student vision towards the topic of subject very much. But don’t expect the same attitude from every student. Some student will take the notes only at the rare occasions and some category of students will never take any of the tips, since they are forcibly sitting in the class just for the sake of getting attendance.

3.1.5 Activeness of a student

a) Always active
b) Occasionally active
c) Depend on subject
d) Not active

This feature will indicate the activeness of a student while he/she is there with his/her peers inside the class room. Some kind of the students is having the good energy level throughout the day. They are very much active in almost all the academic activities. Being a bright student, this is one of the prime features to consider. But in a real time situation, we will be getting only nominal number of this kind. Many time, many of the students do not having activeness and energy in a class room which implies their uninteresting towards all their academic activities.

3.1.6 Tendency towards sleeping :

a) Never sleep
b) Occasionally sleep
c) Depend on teacher
d) Sleeping at many times

This feature will indicate the activeness of a student in a class room. Some kind of the students is having the good energy level throughout the day, they are very much active and they never sleep during the class hours. But some category of students, because of their uninteresting towards the subject and teacher, unknowingly they went to sleep at many of the occasions. Sometimes if the classes will be conducted after the lunch hours, if the subject is of theory type, that definitely leads the student to sleep. In addition to these, some group will be always in sleeping mode irrespective of the subject, teacher and time.

3.1.7 Time Punctuality to the classes :

a) Always on time
b) Sometimes late
c) Depend on teacher
d) Always late
This feature will indicate how much importance will be given by the student regarding the incoming time. Good students are always giving much importance to the class timings, especially incoming time and strictly they are adhere to that. Some kind of the students is showing their ignorance and they are almost coming late to every classes, many times after arrival of the teacher. This also depends on the type of the teacher. If he is too strict, then it implies forcible time constraints on the students.

3.1.8 Point of Eyesight of the student with teacher

a) Always eye to eye contact
b) Many times eye to eye contact
c) Occasionally eye to eye contact
d) Never towards teacher

This feature will indicate how actually a student can sit and concentrate inside the class room while listening to the class lectures. A studious student is always having eye to eye contact with teacher. This is an indication that every expert says that a student is patiently listening to the teacher with at most concentration. If it deviates slightly to the other side, it is an indication that there is a slight disturbance in the concentration, i.e. the focus of the student is always observed by looking eyesight of the student.

3.1.9 Tendency of absent mind.

a) Never shown
b) Occasionally shown
c) Due to daydream
d) Always shown

This feature will indicate how actually a student can concentrate in the class room. A studious student is always having presence of mind and focusing towards the topic taught by the teacher. Some of the students may physically present and mentally thinking somewhere else. The other group of the students is always having a daydream about many things and they are totally away from the classroom activities. One more category is always showing absence of mind, because they joined the course either with willingness of their parents or advise from their friends. They cannot focus on the teacher, since they don’t have that practice.

3.1.10 Respect to the teacher:

a) Respect heavily
b) Respect artificially
c) Selective respect
d) Never respect

This feature will indicate how a student respects the teacher. A studious student is always shows high respect to the teacher. Sometime he may consider some teachers as their role model and they follow their guidelines. Some group of the students may show respect to the teachers forcibly, like artificial type, but that is not from their heart. The other group of the students may show respect only to certain teachers, not all the teachers. It is like selective type. Sometimes this is not fair enough as a part of being a student. In addition to these, one more category of students never shows any kind of the respect towards the teacher, but the percentage of this tendency is always minimum.

3.1.11 Listening ability of the student:

a) With lot of patience
b) With average patience
c) With little patience
d) With no patience

This feature will indicate how a student can able to listen the concepts taught by the teacher. This depends on the degree of the language familiarity to the student. Generally, English is the common language used for class room teaching. If a student is having enough vocabulary of words over English language, then it is easy for him to understand the concepts. The studious students are always having good listening ability skills and they are always keeps their focus on the words delivered by the teacher with enough patience. Some category of the students may have good listening ability but they may be lack in their concentration. The other category of students are suffering from the problem in listening itself, which creates some sort of ambiguity in getting many words which in turn results in lack of patience. One more group of students do not have any sort of patience which creates a problem to listening. This is due to varied reasons.

3.1.12 Writing ability of the student:

a) Very neat with no spell mistakes
b) Average neat with less spell mistakes
c) Little neat with more spell mistakes
d) No neat with many spell mistakes

This feature will indicate how a student can able to write the things on the paper. This depends on the extent to which a student is having the knowledge on the language vocabulary and its grammar. Generally, the studious students are always having good writing ability skills and they keep on writing in a very neat manner without any spelling mistakes. Some category of the students may have good writing ability skills, but they may be lack in their language vocabulary of words which results in spelling mistakes. The other category of students are suffering from the problem in writing itself, which creates some sort of ugliness and many spelling mistakes. One more group of students do not have any sort of patience in writing the things on the paper. They are very poor at writing. They do lot of spelling mistakes and they ignore neatness.

3.1.13 Thinking ability of the student:

a) Beyond the limits
b) Within average limits
c) Within less limits
d) Never think
This feature will indicate how a student can able to interpret the concepts taught by the teacher. This depends on the degree of thinking ability of the student. If a teacher raised a question, then some students can able to tell the answer by thinking within the limits and others can think beyond the limits. This depends on the extent to which they are having the knowledge on the related subject. If a student is having strong knowledge, then he may try the question by thinking beyond the limits. Some category of the students may have good thinking ability but they may be lack in interpretation and they may go with in the limits. The other category of students will never think and they may be failed in finding the answer. This is once again due to varied reasons.

3.1.14 Speaking ability of the student:

a) Clear clarity with loud voice
b) Average clarity with loud voice
c) Less clarity with low voice
d) Fast with no clarity and low voice

This feature will indicate how a student can able to speak with others as well as with the teacher. This depends on the extent to which a student is having fluency over the language. If a student is strong on vocabulary of words, then he may not struggle in getting the right words during the conversation and it is very easy for him to speak fluently with a loud voice. There will be a clear cut clarity in their statements and there will be a constant delay of time between word to word and statement to statement. If a student do not having a language fluency and lack of vocabulary, then he always try to speak in low voice with lot of ambiguities, since he is not sure about himself. An average student can speak with nominal voice with average level of clarity. Some category of the students may speak in a fast way with lower voice which results in many ambiguities. There will be no delay time between word to word and statement to statement.

3.1.15 Dressing sense of the student:

a) Very neatly dressed with formals
b) Casually dressed with many types
c) No importance given to dresses
d) Badly dressed

This feature will indicate student’s dressing sense and state of neatness. This is one of the major factors from which it can be gauged the quality of a student. Normally, above average students will wear the formal dresses by maintaining the simplicity and neatness. Some of the students may wear the dresses which will be influenced by cinema heroes or some sports persons or their role models. They are not hesitating what others will look at them and they are more worried on styles and fashions rather than academic activities. Sometimes it is very difficult to group the students based on their dressing sense, since many of the toppers may not give much importance towards their costumes, but they are giving importance to neatness. If this is the case, we need to observe their way of coming to the college both by considering their dress code as well as neatness. Some category of students may not give any importance either to dress code or to academics, but the percentage of such students is less.

3.2 Generate dataset in Excel format:

“Evaluation of Classroom Behavior of a Student” gives final dataset of students in a class wise by using an interface shown in fig.4.

![Fig. 4. Interface form to list out Semester wise behavioral points of a student](image)

![Fig. 5. Generation of data set into excel format.](image)
With this dataset, it cannot be run directly on mat-lab tools. This needs further preprocessing of the data by generating it into excel format which was shown the fig.5. The interface gives us the various groups of the students shown in the fig.6. Here, it is used the following decision based condition which make the student’s group with the grades of A,B,C,D,F and S.

If per $\geq 90$ And per $\leq 100$ Then
  grd = "S"
ElseIf per $\geq 75$ And per $\leq 89$ Then
  grd = "A"
ElseIf per $\geq 60$ And per $\leq 74$ Then
  grd = "B"
ElseIf per $\geq 50$ And per $\leq 59$ Then
  grd = "C"
ElseIf per $\geq 40$ And per $\leq 49$ Then
  grd = "D"
Else
  grd = "F"
End If

Here, per is a variable which stands for total marks and grd is a variable which stands for grade.

This is to be done in excel sheet by using the equation:

$$= \text{If}(A2=1,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, A2 $\rightarrow$ is the cell number.

$1,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 90.0 to 100.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-S and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=2,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-A,

$2,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 75.0 to 89.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-A and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=3,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-B,

$3,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 60.0 to 74.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-B and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=4,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-C,

$4,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 50.0 to 59.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-C and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=5,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-D,

$5,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 40.0 to 49.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-D and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=6,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-F,

$6,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 1.0 to 39.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-F and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=7,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-G,

$7,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 0.0 to 0.9, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-G and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=8,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-H,

$8,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of -1.0 to -9.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-H and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=9,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-I,

$9,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of -10.0 to -99.9, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-I and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=10,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-J.

$$= \text{If}(A2=11,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-K.

$$= \text{If}(A2=12,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-L.

3.3 Manual grouping: (Supervised grouping)

It is necessary to make manual groups by taking range of values in a conventional way. By assuming 6 groups, it has been done by using following range of values.

i.e. Group-S is in the range of 90.0 to 100.0,

Group-A is in the range of 75.0 to 89.0,

Group-B is in the range of 60.0 to 74.0,

Group-C is in the range of 50.0 to 59.0,

Group-D is in the range of 40.0 to 49.0,

Group-F is in the range of 1.0 to 39.0.

This is to be done in excel sheet by using the equation:

$$= \text{If}(A2=1,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, A2 $\rightarrow$ is the cell number.

$1,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 90.0 to 100.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-S and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=2,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-A,

$2,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 75.0 to 89.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-A and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=3,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-B,

$3,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 60.0 to 74.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-B and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=4,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-C,

$4,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 50.0 to 59.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-C and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=5,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-D,

$5,1,0 \rightarrow$ If the behavioral points will be in the range of 40.0 to 49.0, then it indicates that the student belongs to Group-D and 1 will be filled in the cell A2, otherwise it is filled with 0.

$$= \text{If}(A2=6,1,0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

to fill the cell 1 if it belongs to Group-F,
tool by using SOFM neural network. It is based on unsupervised learning, i.e. no human intervention is required during the learning and hardly needs to be known about the characteristics of the input data. It provides a topology preserving mapping from the high dimensional space to map units. Map units will usually form a two-dimensional lattice and thus the mapping is a mapping from high dimensional space onto a plane. The mapping preserves the relative distance between the points. Points that are near each other in the input space are mapped to nearby map units in the SOM. This SOFM architecture was run on 203 student’s dataset. This will shows every student belongs to particular group.

Following is the program run on the editor window of the MAT-Lab tool. Then it needs to run the tool and see the performance analysis.

```matlab
clc;
clear all;
close all;
load StudentInput.mat
x = INPUT;
% Create a Self-Organizing Map
dimension1 = 3;
dimension2 = 2;
net = selforgmap([dimension1 dimension2]);
% Train the Network
[net,tr] = train(net,x);
% Test the Network
y = net(x);
% View the Network
view(net)
```

3.4 Use of Mat-lab tool

This is the stage where it can be used with mat-lab tools on the preprocessed dataset. The Mat-lab tool can be applied by considering 2 parameters. i) Input ii) Target

3.4.1 Input

This SOM has a feed-forward structure with a single computational layer arranged in rows and columns. Each neuron is fully connected to all the source nodes in the input layer. Here, the preprocessed dataset will be given to the tool for clustering process. This can be achieved by copying the dataset from excel sheet and paste them in the matrix cells provided by mat-lab tool called as Workspace cum Variable editor.

3.4.2 Target

Here, it has been already taken the decision regarding number of student groups. It is 6. The values of the excel sheet will be copied and paste it in to the target workspace.

3.4.3 Execution of the Neural network

a) Ordering or self-organizing phase – In this phase, the topological ordering of the weight vectors takes place by taking as many iterations and careful consideration needs to be given to the choice of neighbourhood and learning rate parameters.

b) Convergence phase – In this phase, the feature map is fine-tuned and comes to provide an accurate statistical quantification of the input space. The number of iterations in this phase will be at least 500 times the number of neurons in the
network, and again the parameters must be chosen carefully.

3.4.5 NN Training SOM Weight Positions (Plotsompos)

The output nodes map to points in the input space. Random initial weights start the circles at random positions in the centre of the input space. The closest output point represents the winning neuron. That winning neuron is moved towards the data point by a certain amount, and the two neighbouring neurons move by smaller amounts.

By looking into the fig.11, 6 circles were formed which indicates six groups which are scattered almost linearly with varied positions.

Here a SOFM network identifies a winning neuron \( i^* \) using the procedure as initiated by a competitive layer. Instead of updating only the winning neuron, all neurons within a certain neighborhood \( N_i(d) \) of the winning neuron are updated, using the Kohonen rule. Specifically, all such neurons \( i \in N_i(d) \) are adjusted as follows:

\[
\hat{w}(q) = \hat{w}(q - 1) + \alpha (p(q) - \hat{w}(q - 1)) \tag{7}
\]

or

\[
\hat{w}(q) = (1 - \alpha) \hat{w}(q - 1) + \alpha p(q) \tag{8}
\]

Here the neighborhood \( N_i(d) \) contains the indices for all of the neurons that lie within a radius \( d \) of the winning neuron \( i^* \):

\[
N_i(d) = \{ j, d_{ij} \leq d \} \tag{9}
\]

3.4.7 Final result:

Table 1. Final Group of students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table 1 shows the final group of students obtained from SOFM algorithm by applying on 203 students in which it has formulated with 6 groups. Here, group-S has got 9 students who are seems to be top graded students who can able to score the marks in the range of above 90, group-A has got 51 students who seems to be above average students who can able to score the marks in the range of 75 to 90, group-B has got 85 students who seems to be good average students who can able to score the marks in the range of 60 to 75, group-C has got 25 students who seems to be average students who can able to score the marks in the range of 50 to 60, group-D has got 16 students who seems to be below average students who can able to score the marks in the range of 40 to 50, group-F has got 17 students who seems to be slow learners who cannot able to score even pass marks. This is result obtained from SOFM algorithm.

3.4.8 Bar Chart based on final groups:

A Bar Chart is a graphical representation of the distribution of numerical data in the form of bars. It is a chart or graph that represents categorical data with rectangular bars with heights or lengths proportional to the values that they represent. It shows comparisons among discrete categories. One axis of the chart shows the specific categories being compared, and the other axis represents a measured value.

Here, Y-axis represents number of students and X-axis represents name of the groups.
3.4.9 Grouping thru Program: (Manual grouping)

The fig.14 shows the interface in which it shows the final group of students obtained from program written in VB.Net thru MS Access database. According to this, group-S has got 12 students, group-A has got 54 students, group-B has got 90 students, group-C has got 25 students, group-D has got 18 students and group-F has got 18 students. This is the result obtained among the dataset of 203 students.

3.4.10 Result analysis between manual method and Soft computing method (SOFM algorithm)

By looking in to the results of table-1 and fig.14, it is found that, the groups obtained from SOFM algorithm is almost similar to manual groups. Even though there are slight changes in the values of various groups, the difference value is almost minimum. SOFM algorithm has given group-S with 12 students, group-A with 54 students, group-B with 90 students, group-C with 25 students, group-D with 18 students and group-F with 18 students.

IV. Conclusion

There was an attempt made on the various behavioral patterns of the graduate students to identify group of bright students based on their level of understanding capability, learning speed, thinking ability, writing ability, way of approach with others, quality of communication and analytical skills. Here, instead of going with traditional methods like marks scored in internal tests, midterm examinations, final exams we have considered other informal and unique approaches. We have considered their class room behaviors and campus behaviors when they are in classrooms and college campuses. There has been close monitoring of nearly 200 + students over a span of 4 to 6 months and all these students are presently studying in an engineering college. This approach was implemented both by using manual method and soft computing techniques and at the end we have compared their results in the form of groups. There were slight differences in the result sets. This is an indication that we have reached a positive approach. Anyway, even though, we got the practical justification from these methods, we cannot confidently say that this will work out with all type of students and all types of institutions. We can say that, this is one of the sincere and prominent attempts made in this regard, so that we can say that this also seems to be one of the informal ways of identifying bright students. Still lot of scopes will be there to improve this approach by working with other algorithms and other methods. We will highly appreciate your valuable feedbacks in the form of suggestions and improvements.
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